Prayer chain 24/7
Come join us! WE NEED YOU!

▪
▪
▪

one hour a week
pray for one of the seven
‘mountains’ of society
4 to 8 times a year new
prayer topics

(may 2020)

Prayer is often compared to the engine that
changes spiritual reality, or: with the fuel in that
engine, or: with the key that turns the engine on.
Anyway, prayer is a key that God has given us to
set in motion the heavenly forces.

This is the reason for this chain of prayer: to give
the greatest number of Christians the opportunity to
“And will not God do justice
stand in the gap for our country. By participating, you
to his elect, who cry to Him
become a link in a long chain of faithful intercessors,
day and night, and will He
and you can be a blessing for Belgium. Do you want to
delay in their regard?” Luke
participate? We need you! God needs you! Belgium
18.7
needs you!
How does it work? God
often gives some
people a prayer burden
for a specific area. This
is why we want to
start from the concept
(1) politics, authority, justice
of the seven
(2) economy and finance
mountains of society (or: the “seven gates"):
(3) education and science
these are the seven important spheres of influence
(4) culture and media/recreation, sport
(see box).
(5) medico-social sector
Whoever wants to pray chooses one (or more)
(6) family, marriage and home, children
mountain(s) and receives only the subjects for
(7) church and religion(s
which he has registered, ± 4 to 8 times a year.
When Paul calls us to pray for people in high places (1 Tim. 2,2), it is equally true for
each of these areas : for the decision-makers and their politics.
How to put this into practice concretely?
▪ Choose the mountain(s) that God places on your heart, and pass it on to us.
▪ Try to set aside ± one hour per week for this (but any shorter duration is also
welcome!); it is recommended to take the same fixed time each week.
▪ Prayer topics are sent by email, and (in short versions) also via WhatsApp (if
you want this).
Register at : 247@gebedsnetwerk.be (Gerda): let us know for which mountain(s) you
would like to receive prayer information, and also give us your mobile number (if you
want to receive via WhatsApp too). You can also read on www.pray4belgium.be the
general explanation of these seven areas.
May our prayers rise numerously and constantly to the Almighty God, and may we
already reap the fruits of it ourselves!

